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BY DOC PUTNAM
PROGRESS STAFF WRITER
planned Student Affairs
imlttee
and
a student
evaluation program bead the
1967-08 slate of a full agenda
for the new Student Council.
The plans for the Student Affairs Committee consists of a
three-pronged system of two
advisory bodies and one acting
body that reviews all proposals
and delivers them to the administration. This committee
will act as a voice for all student action. Steve Wllbora. Student Council President, then
stated that Uds committee
Bjnoulrt benefit the entire organisation of the University.
The student evaluation of the
faculty will act as a grading
system In which the students
evaluate each member of the
faculty. This will benefit the
faculty in that professors will
be able to orient their courses
to student Interest. It will also
allow students to voice opinions
concerning the teaching methods
of each faculty member.
Other Important issues of the
Council will be strengthening the
itudent Court, compiling a complete student directory, sponsoring efficient elections, and
creating special committees to
deal with personal student problems. The Council also plans
the freshmen orientation week
activities and coordinates Homecoming festivities.
Wllborn said that with his
very competent officers and
council body, be hopes to fulfill these future issues. However,
he also stressed the Importance
of student support that will play
a vital role in all Student Council
action.
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BY CRAIG AMMERMAN

an eight-member committee to
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loco-parentis is outmoded
should be considered,' he said.
A new concept of responsible
Eastern Kentucky University 1967
«_ Dracti * s and procedures tudents acting responsibly may
will be your year, the most lm- ^ ^ smfcU tnsUtuUon becomes •*> the answer.*
portant year that any student has J^JJjLjJg ^"unworkable in « Dr. Martin outlined a six-point
seen la two years of university mQre ,„„,_!,, one • Dr Martin Program designed to provide the
status, sixty - two years as a a.(J p-toSJl to Eastern's con- ■tedents with the best possible
state-supported institution and ,lst^nt (crowtn^
academic environment. Among
ninety-four years of higher edthese student rights, according
ucatlon on this campus.
^
^ tte -J-J,-* restiess- *° LDr. Martin, are:
For this will truly be "The Year Mgg on 5,™,,^ across the
The right to receive comof the Student."
nation he said «can be traced Petent Instruction from a wellAddressing some 450 faculty . .. •„
. connictthataoooars *r«lned faculty.
2
Tne rt ht to
land staff members last Friday,.
eternal between tworen« »
* captive
(President Martin called for a er-tlon, t_e old and the voune » m
""nation, to be free from ser•thorough, enlightened and mean- g^ £31*11 is seeklne to find a onlzing »nd evangelizing in
ingful study of student affairs on _,.,.*,-these ootential mre*s °» Polttlcs, reUglon and
to
aocM
pur campus."
nroblems before thev arise
activities.
I This study will not only de- K
*
•
8. The right to be protected
10
lermlne student rights but also *J" ™ serious difficulty he apiln8t Improper academic eval■heir
obligations
and re- *<~*1»lbaf mrlf«n because "right gage, ,nd to receive fair and
feasibilities,' Dr. Martin told and privilege have been used in- jU8t ^mm ^ the mork pro.
h Progress press conference last terchangeably." Instead, 'the ex- duced after a student has been
Saturday. He announced plans for tent to which the old concept of examined often enough to dis-

p
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Honor Program
Planned For Bright
Freshmen Students

No, Let's Do It This Way
Two members of the class of 1971 struggle
to get their many pairs of shoes into a reasonable arrangement so they might be carried into the dormitories. Many freshmen

BY JEFF PERRY
Dr_ Charles S . Nelson comes
PROGRESS STAFF WRITER to Eastern as the new Chairman
Eleven new department chair- ^ Foreign
Languages. Dr.
men, one new 1 dean and one Nelson was an assistant profesnew associate dean assume their sor ^ Languages from 1963-67.
duties this semester at Eastern. He t^u, the B.A., M.A.andPh.D
New dean of Graduate School degrees from the University of
is Dr. Elmo Moreta. Dr. Moretz North Carolina. He succeeds
assumed his duties June 1.
Dr. Hunter Peak.
The new associate dean of the
Dr. Kelly Thurman succeeds
Dr. H. Edward Richardson as
College of Arts and Sciences the Chairman of the English Deis Dr. Glenn O. Carey. Dr. partment. Dr. Thurman was
Carey holds the B.A. and M.A. previously a Professor of
degree* from Pennsylvania State English here. He holds a B.A.
University and the Ph. D from the degree from Western Kentucky
University of Illinois. He was State College, an M.A. degree
previously associated with the from U.K. and a Ph. D degree
English faculty at the State Uni- from the University of Iowa.
Dr. Ned S. Warren takes over
versity of New York.
Among the new department the position of Chairman of the
ehsli nun is Dr. James A. Lee, Department of Health Physical
Chairman of the Department of Education and Recreation sucPawehology. Dr. Lee was prec- ceeding Coach "Turkey" Hughes.
iously with the Wisconsin State Dr. Warren graduated from
University. He holds a B.A. de- Georgia Southern College.
K« from U.K. the M.A. from
Names as acting Chairman of
yne University and a Ph.D the Department of Anthropology
from Purdue University.
and Sodolgoy, Dr. Dewey An-

College Of A-S Upgraded

I
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Committees Urged To Determine Student's Role

girls suffered slmlllar problems as they tried
to get their vast wardrobes into the confines
of a dormitory room.
—Progress Photo by D. A. Rains

' New Department Chairmen. Deans Assume Duties

u
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Dr. Martin Orders Thorough Study Of Student Affairs

Student Council Plans
Teacher Evaluations

i\

'"'^Jtt

The board granted authority
The Board of Regents has approved a series of plans de- for the continuation of plans for
signed to upgrade the College Phase n of Eastern's $23 million dormintory complex maseg, Arts and Sciences.
terplan. Ground has been broksecluded in the plan Is the en for the first step In these
establishment of a now Master plans—a dormlnitory for men
eS Science degree program In and another for women—and
Psychology, two Bachelor of
on Phase II is exScence degree programs, and construction
pected approximately one year
three major appointments within after the completion of Phase
tne college.
Two areas of emphasis will L
Other construction plans apbe explored in the Masters degree program In psychology. proved Include authority for proThis takes in clinical psychology gramming an additional project
and school psychology to pro- of apartments for married students.
wide the necessary training for
In addition , the board authoraoyenologlst-practltloners.
lied preliminary plans for an
Bachelor of Science degrees addition to the Keen Johnson
Olii he awarded In the future student Union Building on the
In both dietetics and food serv- site of Hanger Stadium. Preice management.
limlnary plans call for contracts
The field of dietetics and to be let ln the fall of 1968
food service management calls with construction starting as soon
for training ln nutrition and its as soon as the 1968 football
various applications ln dietetics, season is completed. The follood servlceadmlnlstratlon,pub- lowing season, Eastern will play
He health and research.
its home football games In a
The curricula for these pro- new 17,000 seat stadium at Kit
ns were designed to meet Carson Drive and the Eastern
requirements of the Amer- By-Pass.
_i Dietetics Association.
The board also approved plans
■ addition to the degree pro- tor employing an architect to plan
the board alsoadproved a new classroom building to be
Serai new courses already re- located on the eastern end of
viewed by the Curriculum Com- the present football field,
•alttee' College of Arts and The formal porgrammlng also
Sciences the Council on Aca- **» approved for a One arts
ZTinlc Affairs and the Faculty building to be located on the
Jinite.
eastern end of the present footCapital construction projects building attached to the Music
received the approval of Building. The new addition would
board, paving the way tor be located between the Music
housing faculties and BuUdlng and Home Economics
classroom buildings, now under constmcUon.

nakln comes to Eastern from
Allen University where be held an
administrative post. He holds the
B.S. degree from De Pauw University.
Mr. Edward A. Decarbo comes
to Eastern as the Coordinator
of international Education. Mr.
DeCarbo has the B.S. in Foreign
Service from Georgetown University, the M.A. in International
Relations from the University
of Chicago and be has done work
on the doctorate at the University of Pittsburgh. Mr. DeCarbo
has also studied at the Rome
Center of Humanistic Studies.
Dr. Frank Davy is the Chairman of the Department of GenStudies in Humanities. He holds
an A.B. degree from Saint Mary's
College, an M.A. from the University of California and the
Ph.D from Columbia University.
Before coming to Eastern to
head the Department of General
studies In Social Science, Dr.
MaB rjownes was on the faculty
at Southern Oregon College.
Dr. Downes holds the B.A. and
M.A. degrees from Florida State
University and the Ph.D at the
University of Washington.

Appointed to the position of
Chairman of General Studies in
Physical Education is Dr. John
M. Deck.
Dr. Deck holds a
B.S. from Central College Missouri and the M.S. and P.E.D.
from' Indiana University. He
has been on the Eastern faculty
since 1964.
Rounding out toe list of new
department chairmen is Dr.
Thomas Myers, head of the
General Studies in Health. He
holds the B.S. and M.S. degrees
from Bowling Green State University and Ed.D from Temple
University. Dr. Myers has been
a member of the Eastern faculty
since 1964.
DBTRIBUTION POINTS
Starting with this Issue, The
Eastern Progress will be published weekly on Thursday, thirty
times during the school year.
Distribution will be made Immediately following printing at
the following points:
Beckham, Case Burnam, Walters, Sidney Clay, Commonwealth Palmer Dupree Mattox,
Martin, McGregor, SUB Grill,
Brockton Laundromat and the
Administration Building.

Eighty of the brightest freshmen will go into Honors classes
In freshman English this fall,
according to Dr. Frederic Ogden
Sean of the College of Arts and
Sciences.
Honors students will be selected entirely by telr performance
on two tests; they will be palced
In sections of English 101 taught
by Professors Bert C. Bach,
Jerry Bumpus, Byno R. Rhodes
and H. Edward Richardson.
Professor Bach, who also Is
chairman of the freshman English
program, promises that the Honors classes will be marked by
flexibility.
"There will be heavy reading
>*slgnmf»Dts, both fiction and
non-fiction, "Dr. Bach said, "along with heavy writing assignments. By their performance on the ACT (American Collage Tests) and Barrett-Ryan
tests, these freshmen have
"BE8PON8IBLE STUDENTS acting responsibly may be the
answer," President Martin told the faculty last Flrday as he
demonstrated their knowledge of
spoke on student affairs. Committees have been established
the mechanics of grammar and
to study the student's role in a University.
Therefore, we can
the like.
—Progress Photo by Trent Strickland
omit
the formal teaching of such
matters."
A core tost for the Honors
English class will be Modem
Culture and the Arts by Jam<
Hall and Barry Ulanov. An efThe Kentucky Education As- TEPS Commission until illness
fort will be made to relate soclailon Commission on Teach- forced his retirement In June,
ideas encountered in literature er Education and Professional 1966.
to those In such other disciplines Standards has announced the
Jaggers, a native of Hart
psychology and establishment of an annual a- County, retired in 1962 as aa*s arts,, music
philosophy,
ward in honor of Dr. R. E. sociate dean for graduate proJaggers, emeritus professor of grams at Eastern. He also was
During the 1966-67 school year, education at Eastern.
a former teacher at the UniDr. Bach said, high-scoring
The award will be presented versity of Kentucky and' former
freshmen were allowed to omit each year to an outstanding senior superintendent of Hart County
English 101, .■pt.wM«»S A»s man wno ,s going into educational and Marlon independent schools,
and B's in 102; of those who 8erylce ln K^^
enrolled In 101 anyway, the same Jaggers was the State DepartDr. and Mrs. Jaggers have
was true.
ment of Education's first director three children -- Dr. Gerald
of teacher education and cer- Jaggers, Louisville, KEA di"By permitting students to skip tlfication, serving ln that post rector of publications; Mrs.
101, we simply were evading the from 1928 to 1947.
Bruce Dorsey, Flemlngsburg,
proglem of bright students, "Dr.
In 1946 he made the seconding special education teacher at
Bach concluded. "Our hope is speech that launched the National Fleming County High School and
that the new Honors porgram will TEPS Commission as a facet of president of the Fleming County
give them a challenging substitute the National Educational As- Education Association, and refor the more conventional English sedation. He was a consultant tired Air Force Lt. Col. Richard
101.
to a member of the Kentucky Jaggers, Shreveport, La.

« Dr. Jaggers Honored

over his competence.
4. The right to be free from
arbitrary, dictatorial or preJudicial action on the part of any
member of the faculty or the administration of the University,
5. The right of accessibility'
to instructors or to any officer
of the University for counseling
and guidance,
6. The right to live and work
in an environment conducUve to
learning in the library, the laboratories, the classrooms and the
dormitories of the institutions.
Noise and other distractions
should be controlled."
To study these and other suggesUons, Dr. Martin appointed a
faculty committee on Student Affairs, chaired by J.C. Powell,
Executive Dean. Other members
are.
Mr8 Almee AUxand.r
English; Dr. Evelyn Francis,
Education; Lee Gentry, Physical
Education; Mrs. Dixie Mylum,
Social Science; Dr. Alfred Patrick, Business Education; Dr.
William Sexton, Industrial Technology and Dr. Robert Stebbins,
History.
Two advisory committees will
serve under the faculty committee. One, chaired by Steve
wiiburn, president of the Student Council, will be made up of
student leaders. The remaining
members of this committee will
be appointed by Dr. Martin from
reccomendations made by the
faculty. "We want the entire
student body represented on this
committee by responsible students," he told the Progress
editorial staff.
The other advisory committee
will be beaded by Dr. Henry Martin, Vice President for Student
Affairs, and Include Deans
Katherlne Ingels, Paul Seyfrit
and Charles Ambrose, Mrs. Lois
Hamm, Clifford Parsons, Leonard Taylor and Donald Smith,
the Director of Student Activities and Organizations.
"Undoubtedly, 'due process'
needs to be defined," President
Martin said, adding that, "A student code should be developed...
so that the student will know what
is expected of him."
Rather than wait for the committee to complete its study,
President Martin moved for the
immediate "involvement of the
student in the development and
operation of the University."
To this end he proposed supporting and strengthening the
Student
Council, developing
meaningful dialogue with students, Including an "open door*
policy allowing them to discuss
ideas and problems, and consideration of naming iilmlel
members to administrative Instructional committees of tee
University.
The Student Council is planning
to explore into the area of student growth by establishing
student
evaluation program
wherein the students will evaluate the professors ln order to
help establish and "»»'"*fi^n a
better area of Instruction available to the student body.
Eastern Kentucky University
1967 should truly be "The Year
of the Student"

Eastern Receives Georgian-Style Mansion, Part Of Farm
Receipt of a gift of a threestory Georgian-style mansion
Its furnishings and IS acres
of prime Bluegrass land ln Richmond, valued at a quarter of a
million dollars, was announced
August 7 by President Martin.
The donor was W. Arnold Hanger, prominent construction industrialist, who made the gift
ln memory of his parents. Col.
and Mrs. Harry B. Hanger.
The property is located about
oae-half mile from the Eastern
campus on the western edge of
the city.
The Eastern Foundation, a nonprofit corporation, also entered
Into a contract to purchase the
remaining 166 acres of Arlington the ancestral home of Mr.
Hanger for $500,001. The purpose of th Foundation is to administer funds received from
private sources ln the best Interests of the University.
President Martin said that the
property will be developed for use
as a faculty-alumni club with
recreational faclllUes tor both
students and faculty and as a
conference center for the University.
He said the property also wUI
be used by the Eastern agriculture department for lnstroctpurposes as all of the
land on the main campus Univer-

slty Farm has been used for Among the most recent occonstruction of dormitories and cupants of Arlington were Mr.
„ „_, . Hanger's sister.Mrs. Shelby ElJ1U1
cUssroom vacuities. He listed ltott now deceased, and a niece,
other possible uses of the prop*
'
erty
as a development of Mrs. Richard Roberts, presently
cluster colleges and said a of New York City.
portion of the land may be used Mrs. Julian Harrison and Mrs.
for residential development pur- Charles Lawrence, of Lexington, and nieces of Mr. Hanger,
poses.
own two large acreages adjoinThe Eastern president said ing the Arlington estate.
The home will retain its
Board of Directors of the Foundation plans to employ architects original name of Arlington, Preswho are specialists ln planning ident Martin said.
Mr. Hanger is president of
such facilities to design a master
plan for the development of the Mason and Hanger-Silas Mason
181 acres.
Construction and Engineering
The gently rolling Bluegrass
. V encompasses the multi- Co., Inc., with home offices ln
Lexington. The company Is one
columned mansion which over- of the three oldest contracting
looks a mirror lake, and stately firms ln the nation. The Lincoln
trees are abundantly located Tunnel under the Hudson River
throughout the area.
and subway systems ln New York
The property Is bounded on are examples of major conthe wast by Interstate 76 and By struction projects completed by
US 25 on the north.
firm.
The Arlington Mansion was thePresident
Martin said that he
r
y
ct
n 181 4
» *^ -S™ ?lj . I a?' and Mr. Hanger had regottated
Captaln William Arnold, Han- or
...*..~~u.tK~.. nrirt i,r ih. '
*"• P*8* flve years. He
K™I
•»"• University is eternalhome ZSfS^JSZtZJS
was kilned on the propertyv »•*•.
ly grateful for the generous gift
by slaves. The house has been of
Mr. Hanger. It is our axImproved and remodeled several pressed desire to develop the
times since its construction.
property so that maximum beneArlington Farm has been
can be provided the students
managed by Jerry Parrish for fits
and faculty members who serve
30 years, ft has long been famous the University and the alumni
for cattle, tobacco and thorough- who have gone forth from our
bred brood mares.

'Majestic Arlington'
This Georgian-Style mansion along with
fifteen surrounding acres were a gift to
Eastern from W Arnold Hanger, construction
Industrialist. The Eastern Foundation purchased 166 adjoining acres, which includes

a 16-acre lake, for 1500,001 to be used for
development. Plans call for a faculty-alumni
club and student recreational faculties.
—Progress Photo by Trent Strickland
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Carrying On The Tradition

A Pledge For Quality And Service
4. Capitalize the achievements of the we shall try to live up to the Journalist's
THIS YEAR THE EASTERN PROGRESS
Creed, written bf Walter Williams, first
begins its 43th year as the official student school.
Dean of the School of Journalism, Uni5. Express the idealism and reflect
newspaper for Eastern. It is once again
versity of Missouri, which reads in part:
continuing the fine tradition which the Pro- the spirit of the school.
"I believe that advertising, news and edi6.
Encourage
and
stimulate
worthgress has upheld since its first issue was
torial colums should alike serve the best
while
activities.
read by students in 1922.
interests of the readers; that a single stan7.
Aid
in
developing
standards
of
This tradition of responsible, honest
dard of helpful truth and cleanness should
and accurate reporting of the newsworthy conduct.
8. Provide an outlet for student sug- prevail for all ; that the supreme test of
items of interest to Eastern, its students and
good journalism is the measure of its public
gestions
for the betterment of the school.
faculty has been only as good as the staff
During this 45th year of the Progress, service."
whkh weekly labors together to bring the
Progress to its readers.
Likewise, the staff of this newspaper Hang, Around This Year
has only been as good as the standards
which its members set for themselves in
gathering, writing and editing the news. EDITOR'S NOTE: Thta article to beta* re- though, this is a never-ending circular vexThe Progress staff has yearly set forth its printed from the October 10, IMS sane at taw ation when looked at from this viewpoint:
It la hoped that H win be (treat
pledge for the upcoming year and continu- rrogreaa.
more consideration Uil» year than It haa In the people go home for lack of interesting and
ing in tradition, this year's staff would like Pea*entertaining activities sponsored on camto present its pledge of service around the
pus, but social functions can't be planned
Among the perennial problems that
following three points.
and carried out successfully when students
The first point is that this newspaper pop out every year here at Eastern, one of leave and there isn't anyone here to attend
is a student publication and its chief pur- the most distressing is that of "suitcasing." them. The solution to the problem may
Come Friday afternoon, and the campose is to serve the student body of Eastern.
be to do something to break this chain repus
becomes
the scene of a mass exodus as
In fulfilling this first point of service, the
action;
Progress staff is determined to see that the steady streams of cars pour out of "Big E's"
Seasonal ball games, occasional dances,
student body is informed of all that is news- parking lots carrying students to various and club and organizational functions, campus
worthy concerning Eastern in an unbiased sundry places. This "cutting out" continues until an unbelievable large percentage movies, and other activities should help tike
and accurate manner.
off the pressure. '
The second point envolves the editorial of the students here have departed from the
College should be more than just atfunction of the Progress. In this role we local premises.
tending classes during the week and suitThis
process
of
the
campus
becoming
pledge to base our editorial opinions only
The editorial page of the Progress has names will be withheld from print.
casing on weekends. The two-day break
on facts which have been acquired through void of students and turning into an almost
always contained a section called Letters
3. Letters which may subject the
between classes would be a perfect time to
careful and thorough investigation. It uninhabited vacuum is a regularly scheduled
to the Editor. This has proven to be the writer and/or the Progress to libel will be
get to know the students just down the hall
re-run
programmed
during
prime
viewing
should also be stated that the editorial
best way for truly interested students and returned to the author for re-writing or
or those living in the dorm across the street.
opinions of the Progress are those of its time every weekend of the school year. This
faculty members to express their feelings
It's an opportunity for talking with
withdrawal.
editor and staff alone and in no way attempt happens year after year, and each class of
concerning
situations on campus which need
students from other states and countries.
freshmen
comes
conditioned
and
prepared
4. Equal space will be extended ot all
to reflect student, faculty or administrative
commending, or in some cases condemning,
New friendships can be made, old ones
to carry on the tradition.
letters
supporting or opposing-the same
opinion.
in the best interest of the university as a
As a consequence of this coming and strengthened, and all of the world's probIt is important for the reader to realize going, Eastern has gained the reputation lems can be solved in midnight bull sessions
issue,
but
the Progress will not open its
whole.
that all editorial remarks in the Progress of being a "suitcase college" where students in the dorm.
As Eastern grows and matures, we feel pages to prolonged or petty personal arguwill be set forth with the idea of what is live out of their suitcases Monday through
An ambitious student can even spend
sur ethat its students will want to express ments.
best for the university and the student body
Friday and grab their "grips" on Friday that time catching up on that classwork be
their opinions concerning the many changes
5. No letters of condemnation will be
in mind. This means that the editor has
afternoon to take off for other parts.
couldn't fit in to last week's schedule. Vawhich will Occur. This editor hopes that published when the condemned cannot rethe right, after considering all facts, to
When students are asked why going cant dorms on Saturday and Sunday could
the student body and all Progress readers ply.
criticize as well as commend any phase of home for only the weekend is such a promwill take, advantage of this editorial feature
lead to empty desks on Monday and Friday
Abusement of this feature will result
the'university ccmmunity which merits such inent fad, the answers thejtj£iye for-reasons
and not 'too impressive grades at the end
and use it to intelligently and tastefully ex- in its discontinuation. We hope that the
" "comment'
are numerous and vary widely. .-_-$ime go of the semester, i
press their feelings about current situations Letters to the Editor column will be used as
The third point of our pledge for the, home because they have employment there
on campus.
If more students would stick around to
a place to intelligently express opinions.
1967-68 school year is to promote Eastern which helps defray their college expenses.
Like most things, though, we must ask This editor looks forward to many letters
cheer
the
home
team
to
victories,
they
would
as an institution of higher learning and to There are those who want to have that
that certain rules be observed in submitting each week on our editorial page.
do everything possible to make its student weekend date with the steady girlfriend or find it to be a new and thirlling experience
letters.
and
school
spirit
would
shoot
up
to
unbody aware of the vigorous growth, both boy friend. And we musn't leave out the
1. Letters should be limited to apphysically and academically, of their school. ones who have to make the homeward trek precedented heights.
proximately
200-2)0 words and should be
Suitcasing
just
to
get
away
from
the
This newspaper shall be the pulse of the because Mom and Dad are homesick.
typewritten,
double
spaced. When longer
university. Through the pages of the ProThe vast majority of the students, how- "boredom" of school is a bad habit. If
letters are submitted, we reserve the right
gress will flow the news of what Eastern ever, leave the campus because they say the students want more to do on campus,
to shorten them, providing the meaning will
is doing week by week toward becoming a "there isn't anything to do here on week- they should be around to participate in what
not be altered.
better university.
ends." The complaint is heard that East- is made available to them and should work
2. All letters must be signed before
Finally, this editor would like to list ern's social life either drags to a dull bore to get new activities initiated, then suitcasthey will be considered for publication. No
more specifically the functions of the Pro- or dies completely on weekends. Actually, ing itself would become old and dull.
gress as outlined by one of its former editors. These seem to sum up very well what
the role of the Progress as a school paper
is and shall be. The Progress serves to:
1. Educate the community as to the
work of the school.
Aden, Zanzibar, Rwanda and Yemen study abroad became prized in academic Hays Act) between the United States and
some 50 foreign countries provides more
2. Publish school news.
—from these and nearly every other country circles.
3. Create and express school opinion.
One of the major contributing factors than 800 educational exchange opportunion earth come students and scholars to
Entered aa Second CSaae mattar at tha
study in American colleges and universities. to this increased emphasis on international ties annually for qualified American gradFoat
Office la Richmond, Kentucky, 40478.
Last year more than 64,000 students from education was the founding of the Institute uate students, and approximately 1,100
Publlahad waakly throughout tha at
travel
grants
for
foreign
students.
Since
year and twfcaa durlna tha amnmar tarm, ex152 countries on six continents were on ed- of International Education in 1919 by three
its
incepiton,
more
than
12,000
lIE-related
eept for examination parloda and hoUdaye^ hy
WELCOME... CLASS OF 1971
distinguished
Americans:
Elihu
Root,
forucational assignment in the United States.
U.S. Fulbright grantees have had an opUM authority of tha Board of Stadi
Greetings to the Class of 1971!
But even they were only a part of the an- mer Secretar|?of State and Nobd Prize
at Bait am Kantucky Unrreratty.
portunity
for
graduate
study
or
research
in
/ appreciate that the Progress bos
nual international migration of a quarter winner; Nicholas Murray Butler, then
a
country
other
than
their
own.
granted me this opportunity to welcome the
million or more students and scholars President of Columbia University; and Dr.
IIE has continued as a leader in acaattractive, energetic and enthusiastic class of
around the world who leave home in pursuit Stephen Duggan of Gty College of New
1971. This is the eighth time that I have
York.
The
purpose
of
IIE
was
to
encourdemic
exchange administration throughout
of knowledge in other nations.
been privileged to greet a class and I believe
age
the
exchange
bteween
nations
of
studthe
last
decade. The Institute developes
This is not a new phenomenom. Hunthat it is the most energetic group that I
ents,
teachers,
artists
and
others
in
the
field
and
administers
or helps to administer, exdreds of years before the birth* of Christ,
of
education
and
culture
as
a
means
of
change
programs
for colleges and univerhave met as they enter Eastern.
Roman youths traveled to Greece to study
sities, the U.S. and foreign governments,
These next four years are very exciting
the philosophies and sciences of the great fostering international understanding.
Prearaaa adYertlata* la
The first actual IIE-administered stud- foundations, corporations and private orones for the members of this class. We
Greek scholars. These toga-dad students
reader buy. Any falae or
ent
exchange
was
negotiated
in
1922,
when
ganizations.
These
programs
between
the
have provided a well-trained faculty and
from Rome were the fore-runners of today s
tng abould ha reported to tha
five
Americans
traded
places
with
five
United
States
and
more
than
100
other
modern faculties for your benefit as you
traveling students.
Crechoslovakian
students
in
their
respective
Oa
Paffe
ThNe)
pursue your higher education. It goes withFrom century to century, country to
out saying how extremely important a colcountry, this academic pursuit continued. countries. By the time World War II belege education is in our modern, complex
The scholars of the Middle Ages packed gan, the Institute had already administered
their academic robes and mandolins and programs of exchange between the U.S. and
world.
You enter Eastern at an auspicious
traveled on foot to congregate around a other countries involving more than 5,000
time. As Eastern enters its second year of
few great European teachers. The wealthy students and some 250 distinguished scholuniversity status, you will be part of anonEuropaen nobles of the 17th and 18th cen- ars.
Between 1940 and 19)0 more than 25
going affair looking always to the developturies otured the Continent at the conclusion
ment and improvement of our institution.
of their formal studies. Our own scholars other privaet, church, U.N. and government
As we begin the sixty-second year of the
and would-be scholars of the 19th century programs for international student scholaroperation of Eastern as a slate institution
traveled to England, France and Germany ship aid were established. These included
and the ninety-fourth year of higher educafor advanced studies. Through the years, such measures as the G.L Bill, which al:
tion on this campus, I am sure that we are
the academic movement of students from lowed American veterans to study in' foreign
all caught up with the challenge and the
place to plac econtinued — sometimes a universities; the establishment of the United
opportunity presented here.
trickle, sometimes a steady stream, but never Nations Educational, Scientific and Cultural
Organization (UNESCO), and one of the
So, 1 wish for each of you a most pleasof today's magnitude.
ant experience as you enter college. We
Educational exchange reached new most important steps in the modem history
want you to have the very best that we can
proportions and reflected new dimensions of educaitonal exchange, the VS. Governoffer in the way of a college education.
in international relations early in the 20th ment scholarship program under the PulWe want you to have a pleasant time as you
century when the United States emerged as brightAct.
In 1948, IIE was appointed by the State
pursue your education. My warmest wish
a leader in education. Outstanding Amreifor each of you is to have a successful and
can universities with excellent science and Department to screen, place and supervise
rewarding year.
medical faculties claimed world-wide at- student exchanges under the Fulbright proProgram
tention and students were becoming more gram. Today the Fulbright
Robert R. Martin
(broadened
in
1961
under
the
Fulbrightinquisitive about the rest of the world, and
President
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In The Realm
Of A Number 32 fc

°°McGM

By STEVE CALLENDER
Editorial Featurist
Another summer of my youth hat
come and gone.
As I struggle to collect my thoughts,
gathering together the hazy, unpattemed
paraphernalia that hat composed my existence, I seek purpose—one simple truth
floating perilously is the abyss of confusion.
In the total sum of my breathing hours I
have never seen my goal. I have never
reached out and touched its face and felt
the warm radiance of its confidence.
It is true that the few marks of achievement I have attained have been fulfilling,
but not long-lasting. Their death is almost
simultaneous with their birth, leaving me
once again, a number in the awesomeneat
of arithmetical infinity.
I have found few friends, although I
have had many lifelong companions. Fear,
Self-Pity, Doubt, and Uncertainty are always by my side, ironically faithful to the
object of their quest.
I long to run through clover-covered
fields, singing loudly to the noon sun or
humming praises to the moon in its silent
vigil. The stars would guide me and the
wind would carry me to far-off, forgotten
places of beauty and the splendor of boundless freedom.
But no, I cannot go yet.
I must rid myself of my hypocrisy, my
hate, my mateiralistic dreams, before I can
be worthy of such love.
I must... I must. . . No, I cannot do
it. I cannot hope to attain an existence reserved only for the perfect.
There is no Utopia in the wake of
humanity. Happiness, Love, and Fulfillment are only relative, and I must find each
within my own realm.

The President And The People

•

ashes as Mrs. Johnson wat revealed at a
fly R/tfJW McGILL
lady not merely of good look* and manners,
President Johnson has not been going
but of intelligence and taste. Not only
to the people n any direct political tense. that, but she had teen her country grow
But he has been going to them, and in the ugly with billboards and used car dumps
routine and the outward appearances, spread along die highways, and with neglect
though non-partisan, the subtle force of and despair. Mrs. Johnson is having—has
politics is present. The President has not already had—a constructive influence on
been kissing babies, but he has been nice making the country more beautiful.
to Republicans who find themselves on the
The Viet Nam Inheritance
platforms. He is aware that the people
All in all, the Johnsons have been untike to see a president and he knows too
chat he has a rapport with most of them. fair to the harpy and culture sat
The President has had a hard blow
It does any president good to get away
from
fate. He did inherit the Viet Nam
from Washington. The President, whomtragedy.
He is right to fed he wat—and
^ ever he may be, «s a political animal. The
is—morally
right to stay there and try to
Constitution makes him so and so do the
statutes. The people, that ubiquitous mast, work it out.
The American people are a fickle lot
also look on him as a political animal. They
are delighted if he is a human one, ta Presi- There are yet organizations who attract paydent Johnson is. He is the man in the ing members to protest that fact the United
White House, surrounded with power, de- States "pulled out" of China and left Chiang
to dog it to Formosa. We have not pulled
cision and troubles.
out of Korea yet There are still 50,000
The Presidents Dangkters
U.S. troops there to prevent t take-over of
But he also is a man with two young
South Korea,
daughters, both of whom have behaved adWe obtained an armistice in Korea. It
tairably. They are both sweet, very much
is
one
that mutt be watched and guarded.
alive girls, with minds of their own. Their
The
critics say we must have a ceaseperformance hat disappointed the types
fire
in
Viet
Nam. The President says we
among us who hopefully watch the Presiwill
cease
fire
when the infiltration of
dent's family for some flaw about which
troops
from
the
north
it brought to an end.
they may wag their wattles over materials
It
takes
two
to
make
a cease-fire. The
or a glass of dry sherry such as the more
genteel folk prefer. These harpies did to President has had an unfair shake from
enjoy the troubles of the Roosevelt children. much of the world's press and tome of bit
The parents were, of course, to blame. Bat own in this area.
The people seem to respond to him on
Luci and Lynda Johnson have disappointed
the
nonpohtical journeys. Unless the
them grievously and, of course, this is unAmerican
people totally have lost their
fairtothem.
judgment they know the President is doing
The harpy, or vulture tec, wat all pre- his best—and that it it a very good, betterpared to have a great time with Mrs. Johnthan-average best They know, too, be
son. The name Lady Bird made them gets things done. No president hat a betmerry at cocktail parties between sips of ter record of accomplishment.
their favorite tipple and nrobles at the little
So, we will wait and tee about 1968.
pieces of dead fuh or dead-fish spreads on
lMkriteHa ■/■■■■Si, ma.)
(AM ttjata tjinrwl)
low calorie crackers. But, hope turned to
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Foreign Student Migration Grows Annually
countries involve approximately 6,000 students, leaders, artists and scholars annually.
The Institute is also the hub of conferences,
meetings and seminars designed to stimulate
thinking toward increased academic cooperation between nations.

MBBBgmwMtjj

Today student, scholar and professional exchange between the United States
and the rest of the world numbers more
than 100,000 per year. However, academic
zeal, whatever its nationality, must be fed
and clothed, and foreign students often need

financial assistance, The Institute annually
disburses approximately 10 million dollars
in grants from governments, corporations,
foundations and private organizations. In
addition, college and university scholarships
and fellowships worth about two million
dollars are provided each year through HE.
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Guice-Marsh Combination
Returns To Haunt Foes
By KARL PARK
PflpWI Sports Editor
Eastern football coach Roy Kidd takes the wraps off
'67 Colonels Saturday at the University of Dayton, one of
toughest teams on the schedule.
Kidd, entering his fourth year at the Colonel helm, returns)
28 letter-man from the 1986 7-3-0 squad that tied for third In the
Ohio Valley Conference.

Let's Instill School Spirit
Another school year Is on un and with It cornea a new class,
I Class of 1971.
And With the Class of 1971, comes a hope for an improved
■Eastern, not only educationally, but socially as well. And wlthpn the realm of social life comes the mark of school spirit.
To be a part of any school, one must take pride in his particular institution. There is no better way to demonstrate pride
In Big "E" than by supporting the athletic program in a big
(way.
Coach Roy Kldd's football Colonels will boast a unit that
| would do justice to any school across the country.
The Colonels return 28 letter-men from the 1966 team that
I posted a 7-3-0 record and finished third in the Ohio Valley Con[ ference. The three losses were only by a total of eight points
i and all the games were decided late in the contest on a crucial
[ play that could ha v gone either way.
I Golden-armed Jim Gulce and ace receiver Aaron Marsh head
I the list of returnees. Between them they set or tied 21 conference
| and school records In 1966. All-conference returnees Include
; strong guard Fred Troike, strong tackle Bill Brewer, safety Harry
Lens, defensive end Chuck Siemon, and linebacker Jimmy Moberly.
The Colonels open the season Saturday night in Dayton
against one of the strongest major college football teams in this
area.
Coach Kidd, his staff and the squad have labored many long
hours to prepare for this season that could hopefully see Eastern
climb to the top of the small college national ratings.
But the success of the team Is Immaterial when the subject
of school spirit is mentioned. The student body should pour
out In mass numbers to see these boys play. After all, they are
representing your school.
So to the frcr.hman class, the Class of 1971, goes the challenge
to build a school spirit within the student body that will shake
the foundations of Hanger Stadium when the Colonels play Austin
Peay Sept. 29, and throughout the athletic year.
To the freshmen class goes the challenge to establish traditional cheers thai people will automatically associate with
Eastern.
But there Is no need to wait until Sept. 29 to demonstrate
this school spirit. It is no more than a three-hour drive to
Dayton.
It would be most rewarding to see a large number of EKU
students In Dayton Saturday night when the Eastern Colonels
attempt to upset the Dayton Flyers.
See you in Dayton.

FKOSH BASKETBALL CANDIDATES DESIRED
Eastern's new basketball coach, Guy Strong, has announced
that any membere of the freshmen class who would be interested
In playing freshmen basketball for the Colonels should meet him
In Alumni Coliseum.
The varsity's fortunes for the coming year took a momentary
dip in August when Junior guard Bobby Washington was operated
on for a hernia. It appears now that the 5-11 playmaker will be
fully recovered for the season's opening.

X

Defensive Lettermen
Fifteen "Headhunter's" return from the defensive unit that
was the best in the OVC in '66. Front row from left: trlcaptain Harry Lens. Jimmy Moberly, Don Moore, Rich Dryden. Bob Webb. Lvnn Ray and Teddy Taylor. Back row.

Offensive Lettermen
Fourteen lettermen return to lead the Colonel's explosive
unit. Front row from left: Fred Troike, Don Wigginton,
Bob Beck, Wall Murphy, Tim Speaks and Ted Halcomb.
Back row: Fred Francis, assistant coach; Doug Hampton.

CROSS COUNTRY PROGRAM RANKS HIGH
Track and cross-country Coach Connie Smith again has a
top-flight croas-CRuntry outfit.
With a long list of returnees led by three-time All-America
Grant Colehour, Smith's harriers should be in a good position to
capture their third consecutive Ohio Valley Conference championship
At

*

Bill Shannon, assistant coach; trl-captain Chuck Siemon, Ron
Reed, Tom Shrtler. Jim Denier. Phil Knauer, Sidney Yeldell,
Miller Arritt. Charles Metz?er and Jack Ison, assistant coach.

Bob Plotts. Don Minor. Dick Dunkle, BUI Brewer, John Tazel,
Jim Gulce, tri-captain Aaron Marsh and Bobby Harvllle,
offensive coach.

Cross Country Team Begins Season Sept. 23

BY BOBBY WHITLOCK
another successful season this ley Conference the team has berg who ran third in the 880
PROGRESS STAFF WRITER
year under the direction of Coach compiled a 19-1 record over the at the Missouri 7-State All-Star
The Eastern cross-country Connie Smith.
past two years.
Meet.
team is looking forward
to
As champions of the Ohio ValReturning from last year's
squad is All-America Grant
Working with the team this
Colehour. Last year as a soph- 'all
are
marathoners Jo*
omore Colehour made the Col- Pickett, Junior; John Mountner,
lege Division All-America cross sophomore; Jim Blake, senior;
country team.
In track last and Ralph Grant, sophomore,
year he was also ranked AllAmerica in the 3-mile event.
Thinking of the approaching
The high point of his career season Coach Smith has said,
has been winning the NCAA 6- "This could be our finest team
mile run at Ogden, Utah, last if all of our runners return to
June.
He became Eastern's school and all remain healthy,
first three - time All-America We are facing an outstanding
when he received the honors schedule with two of the three
for his 6-mlle effort. Colehour top teams in the south, Florida
returns to Eastern from New and Florida State, scheduled."
Mexico where he trained with
w,th
the U.S. high altitude team.
Colehour, SchoU and the
returnees the prospect
Also returning from last ?tnor returnees,
year's championship team are for another Ohio Valley ConJunior Doug Cordler, sophomore 'erence title appear good
Ivan School who ran fourth in toe
._ .. _ „„>, .... - .
„ ...
OVC last year, senior Brent KAnother °V£ U"e forJm,tn.
wmc n would
Ms tMrd coa
Arnold who ran 12th in the OVC
, *
t,
hls junior year, and
Jlmmle secutive conference crown would
Nichols, who ran on the ovc »* * precedent in local circles.
championship squad two years
ago as a freshman.
In addition to the key personnel
returning are several freshman
recruited from some of the top
high school runners In the country. Newcomers are KenSllvlous
who won the Virginia
State
Championship in cross-country,
Jim Banks who was the KenOne of these days YOU will be
tucky State Mile Champion, Glen
Town who ran second in the 2multiplied by a wife and fammlle event in Illinois, Jerry
ily. It's time to think about
Kraiss who ran second in toe
2-mlle run in the Pennsylvania
protection NOW, not later.
State Meet, and Dean Dannen-

WM/M/M//////////////S////////////.

If you are interested
in YOU... here is
required reading!

NOW ... you tan benefit from sharply reduced premiums to
help yon gel started during the liist three years.
NOW ... you benefit from lower insurance costs because you
arc a preleiTed risk.
NOW... you can >>ft all the lacts from your College Life
representative.
NOW... you should know about the BENEFACTOR . . .
the policy planned exclusively for college men.

A little time now can pay off
in a lifetime of satisfaction.
WILLIAM A.

BILL

MANZ

«>i

133 Windsor Drive
•23-4440

The College Life Insurance Company of America
Home office: College Square .it Central Court South
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Lost from that team
are
AU - America
safety Buddy
Pfaadt, All-Ohio
Valley Conference cornerback Mike Smith,
linebacker Rich Slvulich, mlddleguard Ron DeVingo, tight end
Roger Prall, tailbacks Herman
Carter and Butch Green and allleague tackle Bob Tarvln, who
developed a rare blood disease.
Kidd's list of returnees are
headed by the all - conference
passing combination of quarterback Jim Gulce and split end
Aaron Marsh.
Gulce, who Kidd calls -the
best passer in Eastern history,*
completed 117 out of 226 pass
attempts for 1,468 and 14 touchdowns. He also set 15 school
and conference aerial marks last
*•**•
Tri-captaln Marsh was on the
receiving end of 82 Gulce tosses,
accounting for 870 yards and U
touchdowns. The senior establlshed six Eastern and OVC
re ords
°
,
._ i,
John Tazel, an outstanding receiver In bis own right, returns
at flankerback. HewastheOVC's
fifth leading receiver in '66 with
34 receptions for 403 yards and
two touchdowns.
And then there's the defensive
line, which could be the best in
the conference. Returning from
last year's Headhunter unit are
ends Chuck Siemon, Tom Shetler
and Charles Metzger, tackles
Jim Dernier, Miller Arritt and
Philip
Knauer
and middleguards Teddy Taylor and Sidney Yeldell.
Desplte the loss of Pfaddt and
Smith, the defensive secondary
appears sound on paper. Trlcaptain Harry Lens is the veteran of the group of lettermen
that Includes Lynn Ray, Don
Moore, and Bob Webb.
Jim
Moberly, Ron Reed, and Rick
Dryden return to the interior

linebacker spots.
Offensively, Dick Dunkle asst
Don Monor are experienced sd
center, All OVC Fred Trolsat
and Don Wlgglngton return at
guard and two-year lettermna
BUI Brewer will play
strong
tackle.
Sophomores Donnle Evans and
Tom Schwartz, junior Ron House
and Yeldell win be making their
bids for the weakslde tackle
Doug Hampton bad the Inside'
track at tight end in the Soraaw
drills but will receive strssfe
competition from Don Buehlsr
and Duke Baker
Junior Bob ' Beck who eaaabllshed an Eastern scoriae rf*cord with 68 points in '66 or*
vldes power running and e«cellent pass blocking at fukV
back.
^^
Th#n „,„., tte netdmcht^
tailback. The Colonels don*
have any personnel with nine
experience. Ted Holcomb
former wingback, and converted
fullback Foster Harris will
called on by Kidd to provide an
adequate ground attack
^^ TOCK"
KMa
considers Dayton to be a
worthy opponent. "In the sevente n vears lfy
«
* >»" «ssocisi«d
wltn
Ematorn football, we have
never
W* * t«am of Dayton's
caUbar." said Kidd.
Coach John McVay and his
Dayton Flyers return 27 lettermen from the '66 8-22-0 record against NCAA university
division competition,
Eastern's defense, which finIshed first in the Ohio Valley
Conference last year, will face
* demanding test with such playera aa Mel Taylor and Jerry
Blebuyck of Dayton doing moat
of the offensive work.
Their weakness, if any,
could be at the linebacker spot
where they lost two starters

"THE CLUB"
110 S. SECOND
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Chili
Short Orders
DANCING
BILLIARD LOUNGE
Gab Invited
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SUPPLY
STORE

KAY
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Track Signees Present
Impressive Credentials

Intramural Activities Open,
All Men And Women Eligible

Eastern Kentucky University
track coach Connie Smith has
an
t he
r
Tnfor
.Ced4the
K 1967-68
,i^0^?
Tsea*~
crults
track
son.
Tobey Tolbert of Ashland. Ky.
heads the list as he finished first
in high and low hurdles in Kentucky. Other In-state signees
are Jim Banks, first In the mile
run In Kentucky, Arthur Howard,
second in 100 yard dash In Kentucky State Meet, John Johnston
second In high hurdles, and
Danny Hallauer, high school AllAmerica In the discus. He
hurls the discus 190 feet

BY ALLEN TRIMBLE
for the tall semester Include itiated three years ago, but due
PROGRESS STAFF WRITER flag football, tennis, weight lift- to the lack of site of the intra-

>

»

sKramuraJ athletics will once ing, all campus cross country mural program has grown Into
this year provide extra- race, table tennis, and basket- such mammoth proportions, Dr.
eetTicular activities for a large ball. In an effort to promote Groves feels that a regulating
entage of Eastern's student increasing Interest In the team board Is necessary for the conSports ranging from flag sports, the leagues will be org- tinued improvement of the proto co-recreational bad- anised In a different manner this gram. Eastern is the only school
Last year the leagues In this area that has such an
will serve as physical year.
recreation for a sizeable por- were organised in a miscel- intramural board.
laneous manner, while this year
While many schools provide
tion of Eastern students.
iThe Department of Health, there will be three separate lea- for men's lntramurals, they
Physical Education and Rec- gues, fraternity, dormitory, and neglect to establish a program
reation attemps to conduct a well independent. The winners of the for the women. This Is not
' feunded Intramural program for respective leagues will then com - the case at Eastern. Mrs. Milau Eastern students. The pur- ete for the sport championship. dred Maupln is intramural athTeam rosters and team en- letic coordinator for women. For
pose of this program Is to pro■vMe for ail students a variety of tries must be submitted to Dr. the fall semester, Mrs. Maupln
•sorts activities through which Groves for flag football, start- has planned such activities as
they may benefit from physical ing Monday, September 18, and soccer, badminton, tennis, and
eaerclse, enjoy wholesome re- continuing until Monday, Sep- volleyball for interested coeds.
tember 25, when all entries must
Intrested girls should contact
fration, and develop permanent have been submitted.
Mrs. Maupln or check the bulSrterests and skills In different
In addition to the revamping letin board on the main floor
Vypai of sports.
the league structure another of Weaver Health building for
** for the past four years Dr. of
the activity schedule. Women's
-Barney Groves Assistant Pro- change has taken place in men's lntramurals are open to all
lessor of Health and Physical lntramurals. For the first time women, and all women are
Education, has headed Eastern's this year In Intramural board will encouraged to participate In
collegiate experience to the Colonel football
intramural athletic program. Dr. be formed In order to plan, study, the program.
THE COLONEL LEADEM . .. Tri-captalns
fortunes.
Marsh
(kneelGroves has done a tremendous regulate and formulate policy
Chuck
Slemon
(left).
Aaron
Another phase of lntramurals
-service to the student body by for the men's Intramural pro- which may Interest many stu- ingl, and Harry Lens lend nlne years of
promoting this program which gram. The purpose of the board, dents is the co-recreational act-has become an Important part of which will be composed of elect- ivities which enable both male
campus life. Last year alone, ed or appointed male students, and
female
students
to
aroxlmately 2,500 students, will be to furnish the best pos- participate in both a competitive
He was all OVC In 1965 and
edition of the Eastern sports
BY WYNN TAYLOR
1 men and women, were en- sible program of Intramural and team like manner In a varscene. Coach Roy Kldd Is ex- hopes to exceed his performance
PROGRESS STAFF WRITER
gaged in some phase of sports for the male students at iety of different sports.
this year. According to Coach
Eastern.
sRwamural athletics.
pectln8 blg thto 8 trom ihBSe Kldd, Slemon Is a definite pro
This
program
was
first
In»
1M1
te
te
he
the
"Year
of
»
The men's Intramural schedule
A^comvrttlnMTwm^M^f^JZjSJZ three players in leadership and prospect. He holds a vital position In Eastern's defensive line,
program can only be brought a- ^ ^ ^^ Marsh
a,** performance this year.
Aaron Marsh has the potential which finished third In rushing
bout by good representattonfrom slemon „„, Htrry Lenlif trlthe student body.
captains for the 1B67 football to be the greatest receiver In defense in 1966 in the conference.
the history of the Ohio Valley Slemon, like Marsh, Is a senior
Conference. Last year he set from Springfield, Ohio.
two OVC records and one East"Having him U Just like having
ern record In the passes re- another coach on the field,' said
ceived department, while hold- Kldd about Harry Lena. Lens Is
ing two other Eastern records after his fourth monogram this
In the same area.
He was year and is a possible candidate
named to the Aii-ovc team for the 1967 AU-OVC squad. He
last year as a split-end. This Is known as a rover safety and
year Marsh will be oat to win adds veteran experience to the
his fourth letter, and possibly, secondary. He, like Marsh and
David Gay
All-America honors. This out- Slemon, Is one of the 28 returnBobby Jack Smith
SMITH'S
standing . end who hails from ing lettermen this year. He Is a
Springfield, Ohio, to looking for- B'10", 175 lb. senior who came
BARIER & HAIR STYLING FOR MEN
BuyonWA.
ward to playing pro-ball or to Eastern from Pittsburgh,
Easy HUM
coaching.
Pennsylvania.
Is Shop Has A Good Keeutotios Tmt All these Styles
KulMar Wizard PuriaMc ha» 88 rharartrr kryhoard with
One of Lens's surprising feats
44 kr> *. HI* in H idc carriage. Feature* include atilomalic
THE SETTLE, THE MOO And Iks i. F. K. Cats.
Chuck Slemon Is a 6' 205 lb. last year was his remarkable
fir manual ribbon reverie, key jam pflewe and finger comBMJ
APPOINTMENTS ARE AVAILABLE
senior who has earned three punt return average. Toward
fort keys: plus cany an margin*. Typer. red or lilack—even
PHONE StS-tltS
alNRila. Erasure table, paper support arm. Perfect for -.inletters at defensive end. He Is the last of the year Lens redents or for the borne or office. Elite type.
a converted fullback with good ceived three punts and returned
aHem-Tyaswriwr. raw, ribboa
12 »»
BMW
speed and extremely quick re- them tor a total of 75 yards.
ajXStiB—Eitra 2-<e4ar ribboa
BBS
If these three seniors are able
flexes. Slemon, barring a reMas twe barber* to shape year hair to Ot year face or to year
- -_,.-_ PLAT
--_- *«■%•-«^a*K.
currence of the injury which to stay tree from Injuries, Easti desire
ALL
STYLES.
RAZOR COTS,
slowed him last year, could be ern's chances for a successful
ERAL
ERAl TRIMS, BLOCKS. FACE SHAVES AND BEARD
the outstanding defensive end In season and a possible conference
TRIMMINO done by two barkers who take pride la tkdr work.
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the Ohio Valley Conference this championship would be greatyear.
ly enhanced.

Tri-Captains Chosen For 1967 Season
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Two Rockford Illinois signees
Town," who ran second
*•» two-mile run in ——-,
Illinois,
and Dean Dannenberg, who ran
third In 880 In a seven state
Missouri Ugh school all stats
meet.
Jerry Kraiss, another out of
state recruit, comes from Charobersburg, Pa. He ran second la
Pennsylvania In the two-mils
meet.
Perhaps one of the brighest |
newcomers for the new season
will be Ed Johns of Kings way,
New Jersey.
ar. Glen
,n

ONE HR CLEANERS
CORNER NORTH SECOND & IRVINE ST.
RICHMOND. KENTUCKY
VERNON "PETE" NOLAND. MOR.

FREE DISCOUNT
On Delicious Kentucky
Fried Chicken
Look For The

Coupon In Look Magazine
EAT OUT OFTEN

AT

COLONEL

DRIVE-IN
RESTAURANT
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Jim Guice and Aaron Marsh say,
"YOU'LL NEVER DROP A PASS
IF YOU SHOP JETT & HALL"

JIM fJwwfCO

\

Aaron Marsh

At Hie Gome or Afterwords, You'll Look Sharp if You're Dressed Jett & Hall
OUR STARTING LINEUP
LT

LO

c

MoQraffor

SkW.

OUR "TOUCHDOWN*
LINE OF SHOES

R6

RT

Suite

McGregor
Parkas

Palm Beach

TE

Beau Brummell
Tie*

Wl

OUR "TWO POINT CONVERSION'

Arrow
Shirt*

Puritan
Shlrti

LINE OF SLACKS
• Higgins

• Boss

TB

• Wwjuns

• Moccasins

Anew
Sweeten

or Bernhard
Altmsjin

Sweateni

• Monograms
• Saddle Oxfords
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e Palm Beach
• Farah

• Lavi
. H.I.S.
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SWEATERS
• Pringje

*
*
*
*
*

K JOlMl m©y©T

* Villager
• Lady Bug
* Delouche

■k Robert Bruce

SKIRTS
JOHN MEYER
LADY BUG
VILLAGER
SEATON HALL
BOE JEST

*
*
*
*

SHIRTS
U. SHOP CUSTOM SHIRTS
GANT
VILLAGER
COUNTRY SHIRTS

SUITS
AND SPORT COATS

SUITS
AND DRESSES

• H. Borenstein
• Grief

• Villager
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•
•
•

• Seaten HaH
~w John Meyer
• Bee Jest

Palm Beach
College Had
SeweB
Roew'm

The University Shop With More Than Fourteen Years Experiance
Dealing EXCLUSIVELY With JJgLLEgE Men & Women Is Ready To
Begin Another Season With YOU AT E

SUjiB

UtttUPrBttg »l|np

212 WATER STREET

RICHMOND, KY.

Tho notion's,largest group of apparol shops catering exclusively
to collage students.

L

Ohio State U., Miami U.,
Purdue U., Ohio U.,
BowBf GrnnS. U.,
U. of Kentucky, Eastern Ky. U.F
W. Virginia U.,
and tho U. of Cinch
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Focusing On Freshmen

»

Goodbye Mom
Phyllis Simmons, of Brandenburg, and her mother tearfully
hug goodbye Sunday.

BY BARBARA DONNELL
PROGRESS REATURE EDITOR
On September IL approximately 3 800 slightly shaky and
unsuspecting Eastern freshmen
l«ft the luxuries of home cooking and a free laundry service
to abruptly enter the world of
Interminable lines.
The frosh were promptly
greeted with a bewildering college of beanies, catalogues,
schedule books, advisors, residence directs, books of rules,
and unfamiliar surroundings.
The saving consolation of each
was the realization that there
were about 3,799 othsr freshmen similarly bewildered
The first major confrontation
of each newly arriving student
was Us "home away from home."

The primary reactions to the
much-anticipated dormitory Ufa
were not all favorable.
Many spirits were damp swart
by the bleak atmosphere of unmade beds and bare walls, still
unadorned
by the average
student's assemblage of neons
sary articles. This first Impression was not made any pleasanter
when Mom and Dad drove away,
completely Isolating the freshman from the outside world. At
that time the flrst pangs of homesickness wars Inevitable.
However, upperclass men made
It difficult to dwell on liinltneae
for vary long. Freshmen war*
kept more than busy tipping beanies and trying their bast to avold the dreaded "Rat Court."

Beanies, Beanies Everywhere

a

A multitude of freshmen converge on Van Feursem Music

Pavilion at the start of Orientation Week Activities Sunday

! »

never-ending trips to the bookstore for unanticipated necessities also consumed much of
the freshman's first hours on
campus.
Yet, the moat discouraging
u" me consumer was standing In an
tirlltBit number of sndlsst lines,
food, books, LD.M. packets, and
the use of telephones ware all
obtained by patiently, or not so
patiently, waiting.
I

UNENDING LINES
Some freshmen become line
oriented that they Immediately
went to the rear of any line, often
without being completely aware
ef what they were waiting In Una
fo recleve.
Another frustrating aspect of
adjusting to University life was,
of course, learning to leave the
dormitory and find the way back
without becoming lost In a sea
of unfmalllar faces and formidable-looking buildings. This sit utaion was not made any leas
disgusting by the dubious directions of upperclassmen.
I Freshman girls, as wall as
lys are always anxious to be
and, therefore shared the
concern of what to wear
'here to go and bow to act
they got there.
All of these seemingly mammoth problems, however, dwindled Into their proper perspective
liter a few days of Ufa at Eastern.
Buildings that seemed gigantic
took on proper proportions. The
average freshman learned his
way around campus much sooner
nan he would have hoped to
and no longer had to face starvation because he could not find
the grill.
FRESHMEN DECORATE ROOMS
Dormitory rooms became
more livable whan they had been
decorated with the freshman's
nersooal touch.
1 Many
ware surprised that
even upperclassmen could be human. Tats was especially true
of those who served as guides
and counselors to new Frosh.
Although there may still be
occasional
lapses of homesickness, there Is rarely a
chance to be really lonely. There
la always someone across the
ban or Just next door who la
willing to share a coke at the
gam or just alt and talk.
' The life of a Freshman la a
combination of anticipation sod
fulfillment.
Every day la a
unprecedented experience that
will linger In the mind of every
freshman for many years to
coma.

Starting Anew
A freshman coed beams with Joy as she is
about to begin life as a University student

amidst a new environment that Includes 3,800
other frosh.

STOP and SNACK of

BURGER BROIL

The Horn* ef the- Famous 15c Hamburgers
and French rneje
Shakes:

Vanilla a Strawberry ^Chocolete

Broiling makes the difference
West Main Street

Richmond, Ky

Thorn McAn mass-produces
Handsewns

GIFTS
TO
PLEASE
Anyone
Anytime

MANY
MOONS
ANTIQUES
AND GUTS
204 E. Main St.

SwinglineJ
f

afefeii

Mow that we have this stuff in here, what do we do with It?
. . . Helen Harmon (right), of South Wllllamston, W.Va,
Lynn Foreman (center), of Louisville, and Judy Bowling, of

Te.t yourself...
What do you aee in the ink blots' I

Hyden, contemplate the probelm of not enough storage space
in their Case Hall room.
^^
^^

W

[1] A cockfight?
A moth?
A motk-eates |
cockfight?

To All
EASTERN Students

[2] Giraffe, in high foliage?
Scooters in a head-on
coUuiea?
TOT Staplers?
(TOT Stapler.!? What ia...)

A sincere welcome to Richmond from Modern Dry Cleaners & Laundry. For ail of your cleaning, laundry and alterations while in Richmond, take the Eastern By-Pass to our Big Hill
location and avoid the downtown traffic and the bother of
finding a place to park. We think you will find our cleaning, laundry and alterations departments to be second to none. Visit us
often for satisfied service.
&

This is a

SwinglineJ
Tot Stapler

Shirts are our Specialty.

MODERN Dry Cleaners & Laundry
220 EAST IRVINE STREET - NEXT TO KROGER PARKING LOT
130 BIG HILL AVE. • ACROSS FROM THE COLONEL DRIVE IN

One at a time is all two hands can sew. And two skillful hands sew
each moccasin seam for Thorn McAn.
Why take the time? Somehow it looks better. Somehow it feels better.
Anyway, it's the right way to do it. Ask any Indian.
Thorn McAn's genuine, classic moccasins, 1.99 TO 11.9)9

LERMANS
SATISFACTION GUARANTEED «>

(includini 1000 itaplaaV
L»r,«r an CUB Dwfc
Supfar only $1.6§
Unconditionally guarantees.
Al any •lationary, Tariaty, or book Mot*.

•
INC.
LONG ISLAND CITY, N.Y. 11101
|lu»m»»p» o>u, oS ppeaa]
novC :ua|da)S XOX -"ftlalaApa unoo MS
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EKU Physical Plant Continues Unparalleled Expansion
Dormitory Complex, Classroom
Building Planned For Future
BY CRAIG AMMERMAN
comodaiion* for 600 women wfcen
The new football stadium will
PROGRESS MANAGING EDITOR completed next fall. Phase One pave the way for three more
Climbing above the sixty mil- of the men's complex «'"a»r' projects.
lion dollar mark since I960, the across the Eastern By-Paw on
An addition to the Student Union
expansion of Eastern's physical the old Turkey Hughes Field, Building win be built on the
plant has seen every building on will house the same number of McGregor Hall end of Hangar
campus newly constructed or man. Both cowjplexes win con- Stadium that win contain student
completely renovated since the sist of four high-rise dormitories offices and other facilities for
decade's turn.
and a lOOO-see* cafeteria upon the student body. A general
Open for the first time to completion.
classroom building will be built
students are massive CommonSix new tennis courts
are on the other end of Hangar when
wealth Hall, a 21-story air-con- currently under construction be- construction Is far enough along
ditioned men's dormitory that hind the State Police Barracks. on the new stadium to Insure
will house 545 upperclassmen,
These projects only represent that Hangar will no longer bo
and Singleton P. Walters Hall a small portion of the growth needed.
an air - conditioned residence Eastern is to see in the ImThe auxiliary gyms in the phyhall for women with living mediate future.
sical education complex will
quarters for over 400.
A new classroom structure allow the enlargement of Alumni
Construction continues on two for the fine arts la planned and Coliseum's seating capacity to
new classroom facilities. The will be located between the Music 10,000. It win then be possible
Moore Science Building, a three Building and the Barrier Bedd- to tear down the east wall of
million dollar structure that will ing. An irnint la to bo built Alumni and add 3,600 seats. The
house the Departments of Chem- to the back of the Administration removal of this wall will
istry, Physics and Biology, la Building to keep pace with the eliminate too ■art*»m auxiliary
scheduled for completion before ever-growing administrations
gyms that are used for physical
the second semester's opening.
Construction on a new physical education classes and intramural
The Mark K. Burrier Home education complex that will be competition.
Economics Building will be ready utilised as a football stadium u
for use at the beginning of the to bo started this fall,
Other plans for expansion have
the
1968-69 school year.
initial seating capacity of the not yet ban solidified bat many
Ground was broken and con- stadium will be 17,000 with room are In the planning process.
struction was started this sum- for enlargement when it Is Plans for an agriculture commer for two new dormitory com- deemed necessary.
plex at Arlington and plans for
AS BUILDING (.BOW TALLER . . . The Mary K. Burrier
plexes that will raise the onIn addition, this proposed a complex of buildings to house
Home Economic*) Building moves .steadily toward a comcampus bousing to over 10,000 structure win contain thlrty-aU the Law Enforcement program
pletion date that will allow classes to meet In the new faciliwhen they are completed around offices, thirty-six classrooms, are stUl on the drawing boards.
ties next fall.
1972.
three
auxiliary gyms, twelve Plans have also been announced
1
Phase One of the women's handball courts and dressing to construct a new theatre to
complex, located on the bill room facilities for physical ed- show the Pa at era Theatre pro. above Brocton, will hero acPKIVATC
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RESIDENTIAL

Welcomes back the Students and
New Faculty

C <~>huzLiu

REALTORS
PMONCS:

Orricc 623-3830
HOMI 623 63BO

on the old "Turkey" Hughes Field in approximately five years.

JAN'S SHOES

* AUCTION SALCB

COMMHCIAL

FARMS

Dreams Grow Towards Reality
This artist's conception of the planned men's
complex shows what the finished product
will resemble when construction Is completed

Come in and see the latest styles in all
the Name Brand Shoes:

310 East Main St.
RlCHMONO. KY.

•
•
•
•
•
•

FOR FEMALES ONLY

Life Stride
Lady Dexter
Town & Country
Sandier of Boston
Lady Bottoniant
Smart-Aire

•
•
•
•
•
•

Dexter
Pedwin
Roblea
Bontonians
Hush Puppies
Nunn Bush

Complete the Lively Look!
No Purchase necessary to cash checks. ',

.

Salon Formula

MAIN STREET

PH. 623-4514

RICHMOND, KY.

Suave Hair Spray

COLLINS

STORE HOURS:
AND ANOTHER DORM IS COMPLETED
. . . Beautiful nine-story Singleton P. Walters
Hall opened to over 400 coeds this week.

TUES.-WED.iHBB.

Open house win be held Sunday afternoon in
Walters and Commonwealth Halls.

9-5:30
MM.-FRI.m

Campus Flick

H MOVIES!

SAT. 9-1

FOR THE BEST VAIUE IN

Seamless

SPORTSWEAR, SKIRTS

MESH
HOSE

HIRAM BROCK
AUTITORIUM

MOTION PH7TUKE
ATTRACTIONS
FOR SEPTEMBER
Sept. 1*—Saturday
A MAN COULD
GET KILLED
James Garner,
ellna Mercourl. Sandra Dee
Sept. 18—Monday
THE qUBXEN
MEMORANDUM
[George Segal, Alex Ginnea,
nta Berger. Max Von Syndow
Sept. If—Taeedey
IN LIKE FLINT
fames Coburn. Lee J. Cobb,
Jean Hale
Sept. tft—Wednesday
[NO MOVIE — LECTTTRERECTTAL
Robert Dumm. Pianist
Sept. tl—Thursday
HELP
The Beatles
Sept 22—Friday
FANTASTIC VOTAOE
quel Welch. Stephen Boyd
Sept IS—Saturday
THE PROFESSIONALS
Marvin. Burt Lancaster.
Jack Palance
Seeat, tA—Monday
THE BLUE MAX
George Peppard.
Ursula Andresa
Sept. 2S—Tuesday
THE BLUE MAX
George Peppard,
Ursula Andres*
Sept. 27—Wednesday
THE LIQUIDATOR
Rod Taylor. Jill St John,
Trevor Howard
Sept. 2ft—Thaiaday
THE GEORGY OIRL
nn Redgrave. James Mason,
Alan Bates
Sept. 2ft-Friday
NO MOVIE—AUSTIN
PKAV FOOTBALL
Game 8:00 P.M.
Sept SO—Saturday
KALEIDOSCOPE
fan-en Beatty, Susannah York
• • ■
SELECTED SHORT SUBaOHaU
7*0 PJ

US.'
lft — 1

BLOUSES, SWEATERS

LADIES'

*t

if
a

2 prs.

SHOP

SjOO

/
mV

111 WEST MAM ST. RCHMORO, KY.

So you're chairman
in charge of
building the float,
decorating the house,
dressing up the party.
Now what?

writes first time,
every time!

1.87 & Up
SHII-N SHORE BLOUSES—2.99 ft S.M

LADIESSHELLS

BIC'S rugged pair of
stick pens wins a«ain
in unending war
against ball-point
skip, clog and smear.
Despite horrible
punishment by mail
scientists, BIC still
Vriftj'flrst time, every
tinie. And no wonder.
BIC'J "Dyamite" Ball
is the hardest metal
made, encased in u
solid brass nose cone.
Will not skip, clog

Or smear no matter
" what devilish abuse
is devised for them
by sadistic students.
Get the dynamic
rue Duo at your
campus store now.

OUT. BACK ZIPPER.

1

Ui

Our dress racks are full of
the newest and latest fashions for the college co-ed Including the new Above-Knee

Hlttl PETtn

$7.99 and up

N

-JUST

woMBam"

HAIR SPRAY

r»!

ft*,. Md her*1 h> hoM.
m§ 1*OK.WR, mrmi

Super OAl SHOAL
Jtofl.JMra77c

,«*s$|00

Mutest, CMS.

Shower
Shoes
Very Durable
Assorted Colors
POIOI

tlC Fmt Point n.

N

WEAR, CAN BE WORN IN OR

W«TEMMN-IIC rtu COM

^c pomps-

DRESSES

STRETCH NYLON. WASH

Get flame-resistant Pomps. You can do all kinds of decorating
jobs with Pomps and do them better, easier, faster . . . and
more beautifully. Pomps are economical, too, and ready to use
... cut to the size you need and available in 17 beautiful colon
that are virtually colorfast when wet. Use than for indoor or
outdoor decorations. Ask your local librarian for the booklet
"Tips on How to Build Better Floats and Display*." If she
doesn't have it, tell her to write us for a copy.
Th, Crystal Tfceua Ceneeiqr • MIMWon, Ohio

AU the most popular atyles for the new
season. Many In perms press that can be
worn In or out.

dynamic BiC Duo

N^FRAN KL.IIM
623-4981

Despite
fiendish torture

Sport BLOUSES

Hi
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Fall Fashions Offer Variety Of Looks

Adult Education Classes Offered This Fall
Adult students wUl again have
a wide selection of courses ranging from crafts to Kentucky history and Including such graduate
courses as Old English literature, human development,

historiography and principles of
business education In the fall
schedule of Saturday and evening
classes designed especially for
part-time students.
A total of 99 courses amount-

mlt adults to attend In their
BY JAMIE HOUNCHELL
Up-to-the-minute styles lnleisure time.
Graduate students will hare PROGRESS FASHION EDITOR elude pants-dresses which should
ample opportunity to pursue the
This is agree!'cotton-plcldn!' be of £•*"«"* %*£%
fashion-minded student. Whether
masters degree In education, year.
English, history, business or
The '67 tall cottons are In full- these comfortable culottes are
industrial education by attend- fashion with the widest selection styled for sportswear or have
more dressy touches, they are
ing classes on weekday evenings ever In autumn attire.
always smart for classroom
or Saturday morning.
wear.
Tuition for part-time students
The pants-dress worn by Barb
will be $9.00 per semester hour
Gentry, Lexington freshman, has
for in-state undergraduates and
several features which are big
$12.00 per semester hour for
student favorites. It combines
In-state graduate students. Fees
a flared pants-skirt with the low par semester hour for out-afbelted dress style. The top has
state undergraduates will be
a wide collar and blue-on-blue
$22.50 and for graduate stuwldetrack stripes which look
dents, $30.00.
^
attractive with the burnt orange
Any course may be audited
skirt.
without
credit,
if
the
student
so
Shirt* Are Asset
For a sugar-and-splcy look,
desires.
the darling A-llne dress with
A
wide
variety
of
courses
is
For Male Wardrobe offered In industrial education
puffed sleeves Is as popular as
ever with coeds in its new mini
and
technology,
English,
history
The shirt makes the college
version.
and
education,
as
well
as
law
man.
Modeled by freshman Wesle
enforcement,
health,
art,
drama,
For everyday most boys wear
Current, from Paris, Ky., this
political
science,
mathematics,
plain solid slacks, the only discorduroy dress is designed with
geography,
tinguishing characteristic being speech, biology,
orange and yellow flowers on a
music, accounting, office adtheir shirts.
background of burnt orange, an
At least there Is a good se- ministration and business edobviously good basic color this
lection In both plain and pat- ucation, physical education and
year. Pale orange fishnet stocklibrary
science.
terned styles, so that each guy
ings accent the floral print and
la sura to find the shirts he Do-it-yourselfers will find
are excellent for the high hemcourses in woodworking, metalline and loafers, completing this
Pr
mnd
Tattersall is the latest and the *ork» ■**wer
o«y«cetylene weldcasual look.
Notice Wesle's
greatest. This check shirt and tog, P°
mechanics, elecwatch. Mod influence has brought
tronlcs
and
others.
For
the
leas
also the wldetrack model go best
these wide-banded timepieces to
In maize and blue combinations. technically inclined, several
the campus.
If the boys are braver this craft and art workshops are ofThe latest In wardrobe plan la
year, more pink shirts will be fered.
practical and a familiar sorority
For the adult more Interested
on campus, solid and otherwise.
clothing scheme. As in the Barb Gentry, Lexington freshman, and Elkhorn City frosh
Solid shirts are also stylish In in enrichment through arts and
coordinated look of last year, Linda Johnson admire each other's attire as the coeds presciences
there
are
such
offerings
colors
ranging through blue,
this clever outfit consists of a pare for their first semester of collegiate life.
as
Kentucky
history.
Far
Eastwine, green, yellow, rust and
cotton skirt with complementing
—Progress Photos by Rob Kumler
ern history, realism and naturalwhite.
blouse to which a matching carism
in
American
fiction,
choral
Paisleys should again be In
digan may be added for chilly
music literature and American
burgundy, navy and laden.
mornings, nights and later fall
Choice should be made ac- political thought.
days. When winter arrives all
Beginning shorthand and Intercording to personality In orWBSIE CTIIREENT
that will be necessary is to
der to take full advantage of this mediate typing courses provide
switch skirts.
an opportunity to acquire valuable
fashion asset.
Since autumn leaf shades will
skills.
A non-credit rapid reading Church Group Plans be good for winter, color choice
is simplified.
If solids are
and study skills course may help A-*:„:*« O^ rw»rliil#»
blended for the trio now, a change
the student to sharpen his study "Clivuy ocneauie
abilities in all his coursework.
The college class of the local to a plaid wool skirt for next
SHOP MONDAY THRU FRIDAY 9 TO 5:30o
Persons 85 year a of age or Fitrt Christian Church, the DBF. «eft8on W0UJd,be £• ,°rv,Jrl?yolder may qualify for the W. F. tauT made varied plans for the Or, some glrU may prefer having
SATURDAYS 9 TO 8
O'Donnell Senior Cltisens Fel- coming school year and U look- V*?"80"? sklrts. Pefhaps styled
lowshlp Program, under which ing forward to the participation dlfferemly, for both fall and wtnLook as smart as you are
t
thay may enroll without coat of other EKU students In their ter
«f_Jn order to sport a favorite
m
match
M a wide
■
match
In University courses. The pro- fel
In our
fellowsMnlrtMtt'ea"
" »™
*
*'
T^ g^uTwu\ have cars In tracker latt.rsall shirt.
gram is named In honor of
L n
Joh Mon
r
Eastern's president-emeritus, front of the SUB every Sunday ot * ?0 ,
' ^,f "2ft!
who was Instrumental In the morning to take the on-campus a*JfM,«B £om. EUthorn Cltv *°
her freshmaj year, h*s
continuing expansion of East- students to the college room In *•»■
h se
a
ern's in-service education pro-, the church's basement. Donuts, f ° ° *** lf"» ensemble^
coffee and cokes can be deluding weejuns. The green and
gram.
Application for admission Cloyed during their church- *f» *** "ouse with tucks
should be made to the Dean of school session beginning at 9:30. 5L?22K£**?
JJCCeSS°.7
Admissions.
Study is presently focused on *owe t*mlu*r s»8ns * ■ororlly
Christian beliefs, but will change dr«ss- Toe *■■"*» bag, suchaa
emphasis according to the desire Linda's, remains on top for all
Alert Reporters
of students..
coeds.
Yesterday's fads are today's
The congregations' regular assets. Those fashions which
Sunday worship is held at have recently become traditions
Are Needed
10:45; all students are Invited, at EKU will be seen accompanied
SUNDAY SUPPER SERVED by big buckles, turtlenecks, chain
In the evening girls of the belts, slick leather purses with
By The Progress DBF
prepare sapper prior to a gold initials, fishnet stockings
recreational and religious meet- and sweaters, more pants suits,
ing. Anyone Interested Is urged more low heels for classwear
Leave name and phone number to bring a date, for this should and whatever else the freshman
In Box 843, Administration Build- be
fine entertainment for all. come up with.
ing.
The Frist Christian Chruch Combined with the newest
Learning or earning, you'll
slo-pltch softball team won the trends the above and many more
look your best in the smart
league tournament this summer, looks can be achieved. The fall
fashions you'll always find here.
and
plans
are
now
to
form
a
cotton
crop
has
plenty
for
everyMADISON
basketball team.
one.
See them today.

T*ie Little House,
200V4 SOUTH THIRD STREET

or

iMiiunfi

I

fe

ALWAYS FIRST QUALITY ■*

a

lng to 295 semester hours of
undergraduate
and graduate
credlt la currently scheduled.
Mora may be added prior to
registration, according to Dr.
Thomas F. Stovall, Vice President for Academic Affairs.
Registration for the Saturday
and evening classes will be held
Saturday, September 16 at 8 a.m.
Classes will begin September 18.
The courses are part of the
expanding continuing education
program for the adult student
who desires to broaden bis education without enrolling fulltime. Classes bar* been scheduled during hours which per-

StdUlttrv 6 3uXtt$tty

A/o*J-fM)\t//M.'

Smart S6*fi

Gifts For All Occasions
GOODWIN'S

COLLEGE and CAREER
N. 2nd St.
Ph. 623-4200

GIFT SHOP
Greeting Cards
Sealing Wax and Seal

<&&

•nd

TWICf
it tie
only

SHOP A.
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So Glad
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You're
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JULIE ANDREWS
MAX VON SYDOW
RICHARD HARRIS
"HAWAII"

Back In Town
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Basic requirements
for coeds on the go!

AIJMIEY

IIKI'ltl lt\

You'll get all the credit this semester, when you come on the scene
wearing separates like these! We've a fantastic collection of classics

ALBERT
FI»>V .

with updated details, to mix and match for a change of pace. Shirts,
slacks, skirts, sweaters, all going together for a super total look.
Plan your wardrobe now — buy it here!

TWORSKOAD

BB^BH

PonoviS*on*Color bv D»lu*«

torn/**/
Clastic crewneck cardigan of bulky wool and mohair in sixet 34 to 42.

5.98

Skirt of wool acetate bonded to acetate tricot. Proportioned.

8.98

SIDNEY POITIER ROD STB6ER
W

Sleeveless jewel neck shell of Acrilon* acrylic has link stitching. 34-42.

4.98

Clas'sic crew neck cardigan of Acrilan* acrylic with link stitching. 34-42.

6.98

Glenbrooke slim skirt of wool flannel. Proportioned.

6.98

like ft? Charge ft!

k M'l
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RICHMOND, KENTUCKY
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The Advertisers On These Pages Are
Way
IDEAL RESTAURANT
"STOP IN AND TRY OUR
PLATE LUNCHES"

Support The

BLUE GRASS
HARDWARE

MADISON
LAUNDRY

HOTPOINT APPLIANCES—ZENITH TVs
PLUMBING AND ELECTRICAL WORK

214 W. Mala St.

623-2390

Richmond

And

The College
Life
Insurance
Company
of

K&C VENDING CO.
SERVING THE UNIVERSITY
EVERY HOUR OF THE DAY
226 W. Irvine - Richmond

So*

BURGER BROIL
"HOME OF THE FAMOUS 15c

DRY

WILLIAM A. MANZ.

CLEANERS

Your College Life
Representative

Across from

Second & Main
Richmond, ffy.

HAMBURGERS AND FRENCH FRIES'
Bus Station.
West

113 Windsor Drive

CIMUUif

WAYS FIRST ai
iAI rrv B»
ALWAYS
QUALITY

I

623-6460

'Campus Beautiful9 Seen From The Clouds
<

Stockton's

YOUR
MERLE NORMAN

McCORD'S

1

Galleries

Cosmetic

-

JEWERLY
STORE

FINE IN

Worm Welcome

. • Silver
Invites You for CM

• China

Hour of Beauty—

• Crystal

To Eastern

• Brass

FREE.

"WHERE YOUR

Students and

CREDIT IS

Faculty/

•

l

ALWAYS GOOD"

• Oriental Rugs
South Second St.

j

\
Expresses a

EVERYTHING

Studio

Drugs

•

208 W. Main

Wost Main

134 Wost Moiu

Phono 623-3248

623-4528

KENNY'S DRIVE-IN

COX FORD

"YOUR PURCHASE FREE
IP WE DO NOT THANK YOU"
Big Hi! Ave.

"SAVE HOW ON NEW OR USED CARS"
Big Hill Ave.

FASHIONS FOR MEN

SATISFACTION GUARANTEED

"Your Satisfaction Is oar Success"
2 Doors Up from Hie Madison Theatre

«

i
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QQCBHIGZIQDCKII
Among Eastern's Staunchest Supporters
Reputable Merchants Who Support Your Paper
RICHMOND
ONE-HOUR CLEANERS

HINKLE REXALL DRUGS

ROYAL

"FEATURING MARTINIZING"
311 WEST MAIN

SWEET
SHOP

One Hour Cleaners

Goodwin's
GIFT
SHOP

CORNER IRVINE & SECOND STREET

• SERVICE TO THE SICK"
Main At Madison
623-3218

Richmond

"We've Served
Over A MiWon
Customers"

"Unusual Gifts
For AH Occasions"

TERRACE HELP-SELFY
"SEE OUR SIGN ON THE

FOR ALL YOUR CLOTHING NEEDS.

WAY TO JERRY?"

144 E. MAIN

2 BLOCKS OFF W. MAIN

1

Drive-ln

Supply

SIXTY ONE YEARS LATER

;

,

STATE BANK AND

"Figure On
Banking With Us"
We are paying 4% interest
on Tim* Certificates of Deposit

of Office

ON U.S. 25

Richmond

TRUST COMPANY

Our Fine Line

SOUTH

COMPLETE HOME FURNISHERS
623-1662

Com* In and See

FOUR MILES

W. F. HIGGINS CO.

ACROSS FROM KROGERS

Browne's
Office

SOX OUR SPECIALITY"

1

Comer Of Poprfor And Lombordy Streets

Richmond

NORTH SECOND

KEN CAR

Equipment!
•4

623-1718

South Third Street

r*

2 Convenient Locations:

623-4365

Main Street

•

Big HiM Avenue

,

GO
COLONELS

MICKEY'S FABRICS

BEAT

"FINEST FASHION FABRICS
IN KENTUCKY"
Main Street

Richmond

DAYTON

IS YOUR NEWSPAPER *
(PATOMB

UU

000

ooooooooooo
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New Fashion Ideas Appear
BY JOYCE LEE
though fashion Is a topic on which
Eastern can be proud of its college students disagree, it Is
fashion-conscious freshmen.
one with which all well-groomed
For many years the college students are concerned.
freshmen
have
followed A freshman from New Carlisle
the dress worn by the upper- Ohio, Louisa Plook, has served
classmen.
Judging from the on a teen fashion board and feels
appearance of the attire worn quite strongly about certain
by Eastern's freshmen, upper- styles of clothing. Lousla deficlassmen are not being com- nitely thinks that shades of burnt
pletely copied.
orange and yellow will be big
The youthful verve of dress, colors on campus this fall,
which the class of 1971 Is of«Tne belted sweater In muted
flng expresses an atutued rath- shades and kee socks to match,'
er than age. This attitude ap- Lousla prefers her spaldlngs or
pears to be one of knowing what to as most people call them penny
wear at the appropriate occasion. loafers.
Of course, it is possible that Naturally those same orange
this freshman class might absorb ^"Tre patterned In the Athe attire worn by upper- line Jumper that Lousla Is wearclassmen. But at the same time, ing. The pattern is a tattersall
it may be possible that fresh- check with navy Included inthe
men could "tip-off" the classes yellow and orange checks. What
of 1968 and 1969 as to ap- should one wear with such a
- proprlate apparel to be worn Jumper? A longsleeved buttonion campus this fall.
down collared blouse in dark
By permitting the class of navy is Lousia's answer. Adding
1971 to voice their predictions to this most attention-getand opinions on fall campus looks,
Jumper is a popular item
other students will have the ting
be seen this fall-a chain belt
chance to form an opinion and to
low.
view freshmen In fashion. Ai- slung
Do boys with V-neck sweaters
have more fun? Jeff Creech, a
frosh from Middlesboro, thinks
so.
His V-neck Is a wineburgundy color that can be used
to compliment many of his shirts
in striped and checks. The shirt
Jeff is wearing with his sweater
is done in three colors. White
plays the background of the shirt
while wine and pale blue run
vertically In small stripes. FitJe fS Ch Sen
C m
%*»
H. ?burpmdy,
^f0ryellow
?, "
blnatlon fis his
While on the
and navy tie.
subject of ties the wide wool
tie Is a new Item to be favored
among weU dressed collegians
this fall. Jeffs pants and boots
are of a wheat color. Chukkaboots like those Jeff is wearing

have been popular footwear
around campus for some time,
Karen Cain, a freshman from
Valley Station comes on strong
in a black and white box-pleated
Jumper that is mixed with narrow and giant checks. The
chain belt has also found its
way to another freshman s hlpline, as it Is a perfect accessory
Hem for jumpers.
stiil popular with Jumpers, but
the newest look for Jumpers is
the white wool turtle neck sweater
worn by Miss Cain. Fishnet
stockings are better than ever
this year with everything In the
skirt line. Miss Cain's fishnets
are part of her total look that 1»
finished off by black patent slingback shoes that feature a square
-„-££ ^^ '&,„"
J Lexln(rton Ireshm
Mite
Lane's thoughts turn to sky-blue
when he chooses a shirt. The
shirt that he Is wearing Is the
favorite pinstripe. His sky blue
background is Intricately striped
vertically In brown and tiny grey.
Mike's wide navy tie is clustered
with burgunday beer stlens. Navy
and burgundy horizontally woven
into the grosgrain of Mike's belt
which of course, looks great
with his dark navy pants. For
footwear. Lane chooses navy sox
with cordovan and black saddleoxfords.
Some of the comments toward
fall fashions were quite direct
form other students. For instance, freshman Doris Rose
Irom willUmsburgh thinks "pink
^u, grav is «,« of the better
<*>l°r combinations."
Doris also
„,
numpocketbooks
prefers

new

to the 'old ones that looked like
suitcases.
Lexlngton froshman Lucretia
^^ aaoreB tne new square-toed
^ thi^he^ed shoes that have
replaced the stilted Ugh heel
look on campus.

Green's Barber Shop
CORNER OF SECOND and MAIN
See and try our new
Bar-Air-Vac System. Something new
in Hair Cutting
No Itching

No Scratching

SPECIALIZE IN ALL TYPES OF HAIRCUTS
INCLUING RAZOR CUTS,
AND HAIR STYLING
Thank You For Your Patronage

Freshmen Voice Opinions Of New Surroundings
BY CAROL DURHAM
PROGRESS STAFF WRITER
The class of 1971 has arrived 1
Again Eastern has been invaded
by a barrage of vivacious beanletlppers.
As usual, the freshmen were
eager to express their first impressions of dormitory life,
fellow-students, the campus, and
University life in general.
However, there seems to be
little range In opinions. The class
of '71 agrees almost unanimously
that 'Eastern Is a great place!"
This impression was expressed most emphatically by an
out-of-state student, Bruce Bauman, who 'loves It here." Bruce
is a pre-med student who hails
from Serasota, Florida.
Carolyn Hourigan, an English
major from Harrodsburg, was
equally impressed with the campus, but Carolyn thinks the boys
could be a little friendlier.
Rosalie Roark of Osgood,
Indiana, could think of only complimentary things to say about

here.' Rosalie plans to major
in art.
Mike Creutdnger, an 18-yearold business major fromLudlow,
says it looks like a real alee
university, but he thinks the girls
could be friendlier.
She says she was expecting
anything, but Gloria
Devers
remarks that she was pleasantly surprised upon arriving
at Eastern. Gloria is
from
Midway and Is majoring
in
education.
■You can walk all day and
never get anywhere." This was
a comment from Frank Durham
of Stanford. Frank is an 18year-old math major.
Sharon Schradlne from Ross,
Ohio was impressed by the
friendly atmosphere on campus,
but said she didn't like the ants
in her dorm. Sharon is a sociology
major.
"Good looking girls!" remarks
Charles Elraof Hazelgreen, Kentucky. Charles has found Eastern

EMterrandls^«^ktortor^a7d £j£*"*
to completing her education ">• aorm»■■niianiu
K» ■■ossnssssi

KAREN CAIN

place

*nd "• "*»»

THE BOOK STORE IS NOW FEATURING

Veterans Cab—Kentucky Cab

ALL COURSES I

THE ONI BOOK YOU'LL USE fOR

Save yourself from crippling errors in reports and
theme writing. Save time and avoid the tedium of
correcting mistakes.
,1

623-1400

DRIVE IN THEATRE

4 Miles South on U.S. 25
Berea Road—Ph. 623-1718

Equip yourself now with a permanent lifesarer by;
buying the one desk dictionary that won't let you
down. //'* Webster's Seventh New Collegiate — r»-i
quired or recommended by your English department.

ALL CABS OPERATE FROM THE SAME OFFICE
■ ■■■■■■■■■«■■■■»■ »»l

ENDS FRIDAY
ROBERT RYAN
ALDO RAY
"GOD'S LITTLE ACRE"
"SHOT GUN WEDDING"

COMPLIMENTS OF

—SATURDAY—
Three In Color
Jane Fonda
•ANY WEDNESDAY"
Troy DonahtftT*
"A DISTANT TRUMPET"
"THE PROTECTED MAN-

>

This is the only Webster with the guidance you need
in spelling and punctuation. It's the latest. It includes 20,000 new words and new meanings.

VARSITY
GRILL

STARTS SUNDAY
Porter Wagner
Farlon Young
Hank Snow
Johnny Cash
"THE ROAD TO
NASHVILLE"
In Color
Movie Starts 7:15 P.M.

fl

BULLETIN!

CITY TAXI
24 Hour Service

RICHMOND

Miriam Scott Is a business ma- of the furniture in her dormitory
jor from lit. Starling, Kentucky. room. Jolalne is an 18-yearMiriam wasn't too Impressed old freshman from WHla Hill*.
with bar living conditions but
These optimistic opinions
sha said, 'From what I'd beard, seem representative of the gee.
It's better than I expected.*
eral impression of Eastern 1»
"It's burl* was the only re- the Freshman class, Judging ijr
mard from Peg Ryan of Peek- the enthusiasm they have disskill, N.Y. Peg Is majoring in played thus far.
elementary education.
■Where are all the boys we _»
C-.UU a
;_..-j
are supposed to write home »"»• OnuUl Appointed
•bout?" is what Nora Brashear r\;_--»__ r%c pi.-U.
wanted to know. Nora, 17, Is Director Ut UttM »
a sociology major from Corbln. Recognizing the need to offaj
Jackie Bowman, a 17 year-old assistance and guidance to stuaccountlng major from Campton, dent organizations. President
likes campus life but she seems Martin has appointed Mr. DonaM
to think the social life leaves H. Smith Director of Studesjt
something to be desired.
Activities and Organisations, i
Jolalne Duddey,an English ma- This new post Is under U»
Jor says. The people are really direction of the Office of Sftfe.
nice, really warm; the campus dent Affairs. Mr. Smith's office
is pretty.* Her only objection is located in Room S10 of the
was to the rather worn conditon Administration Building.

Owning your own copy is much easier and avoids tb
hazards of guessing. So pick up this new dictio:
now at the bookstore for just $6.75 indexed. It
still be a lifesaver ten years from now.

0

On YOUR OWN COPY TODAY.

290 SOUTH SECOND

WEBSTER'S SEVENTH NEW COLLEGIATE*
You'll rmcognizo H by the bright red jacket.
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CAMPUS BOOK STORE
STUDENT UNION BUILDING
PHONE 622-2696
.

OFFICIAL EASTERN TEXTBOOKS

COMPLETE LIME OF SUPPLIES

"USED BOOK HEADQUARTERS"

LARGE STOCK L.P. RECORDS AT DISCOUNT

FILM, COSMETICS, CIGARETTES, SPECIAL PRICES ORDER DEPT.

•

f

«Jt

LATEST IN IMPRINTED SHIRTS AND JACKETS
•

FREE GIFT-PAC FOR EACH STUDENT
■

(»

^7

(with LD. CARD)
*

CAMPUS - PAC FREE WITH BOOK PURCHASE

ft

HERE TO SERVE YOU

1 J
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Frosh Pay Consequences
To Dreaded Rat Court

Don't Suitcase Frosh-Activities Are Available Here
acquaintances.
Identification
BY SHELLI DENHAM
release from the tension of ac- m on Interests.
All Eastern students can find cards will allow students enr#
r
PROGRESS STAFF WRrTER
*«^ P *J £1 %J£?n£> relaxation In the Student Union trance to all of Eastern's sports
With the beginning of a new *«j•**••*."? ^LH^ grill. The grin provides a event*.
r, Eastern studenUarehopli*fP« -^1S2P\i22L £ friendly atmosphere and noutsbSkHN in order to Hiram Brock i^Wn. For
ment tor the class-weary stu- Each student la Invited to bescape the Friday suites, rush, a «*£ ^£Z?"£?L to dent.
come an active participant in
addad entertainment moapfcere, ahaMBU can go to
campus religious orAnnually, Eastern contracts tbn
only become a reality through t^f*"*" SJJ'^tl*" ^ big - name entertainment as g^«*w~. of his choice. The
interest and part- mood only a abort distance mm
campus. Richmond also otters special entertainment for stu- opportunity to communlcnte els
of the main problemsconbowling
and horseback riding for dents. Tickets, for such events faith gives a student a broader
AS«« Pon3arc^nd Tnommal fee to to. studenU who can be purchased by students at outlook and ««W «■ *
S IT^hL
express his ideas . *eely^Tbe
enjoy a diversity in activities, a mlnimun cost
is that ^ninv
many n
of the
the enjoy
For toe student interested in campus Inter-Faith Council U
The organisations on campus
complainers are not
Fine Arts, regular plays, con- * culmination of toe combined
atoate of the things there really provide interesting entertain- certs and art exhibits are pro- efforts of religious groups on
ment for occupying free time.
wfwtodo.
vlded by the various departments, campus.
• What exactly Is ottered in the Popular bands are often brought
participation in the Little Political organisations are
form of recreation and relaxation to campos to play for dances Student
Drum and Sandal, and meeting the ever-rising re- ,
for Eastern students? Most a sponsored by Individual or- Theatre,
instrumental and vocal music sponslbility of student involvefreshman student be overcome «*rtI""OBV*0dif*?*? ^J"" provides a form of enjoyment merit in world affairs. Here,
by boredom simply because he Is tire student body. Deaoee ha™
the free exchange of Idea* end
not aware of the facilities tor been long-time ib.»riies, but and self-expression.
Athletic-minded students are the chance to hear out Handing
enjoyment available to him?
organWIonsaist rovide meetStudents are able to find a lng places for waJeauwim com- In store for an exciting year with political tenders in our stole
the regularly scheduled sports
events
accompanied by in- encourages participation
In
' ' '-^"
liiil m €ME III
tramural teams which include politics at ail levels,
tennis, basketball, volleyball, and Btonento interested in campus
soccer. Most of these teams affairs should watch dorm bulare open to an start cot* and letln boards for information conpronde recreation and new corning activities.

Terrace Helpy-Selfy
Coin Operated Laundry

GREEK

"It you're too busy ntudying to do your wash,
let oiu attendants do It for your

2 Hocks off W. Main.
Corner of Poplar & Lombordy Streets

FREE

See our Sign on the way to Jerry's

Where To Next?

IDEAL CAFE
THE UST PLACE

J. V. Bujdoso of Cincinnati was one of many of the older
generation seen carrying hair dryers and other paraphernalia around campus Sunday In search of that lonely dormitory room.
—Photo by Trent Strickland

TO EAT

CHAR BROIL STEAKS &
BROASTCD CHICKEN
241 W. MAW STREET
•HONE 023-9841

f

s

RICHMOND. KY.

Mlddleaboro freshman Jeff Creek watches Mike Lane, Lexington freshman, as he rubs DanTs toe in hope for a twist of
good luck. It became a tradition among EKTJ students to
rub the toe of the statue of the famed pioneer at times when
a little extra help was needed. See story of page Be
—Progress Photo by Dick Craft

DIAMOND

KIN t •

NAME Brands
Only!

KESSLER'S

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiuiiiiiiiiiiiiniii
Maroon Lanes Welcomes
Students And Faculty

YOUNG RASCALS
- IN ■

DIANA

CONCERT
with the MAGNIFICENT SEVEN
for a dance following the concert

TIME: 9 TO 1
*

BY KAREN TEHAN
fortunately, she was not able
PROGRESS STAFF WRITER
to reach any higher than stom•Do you plead guilty or not ach; so old Danile ended up
guilty?"
getting kissed on the bellybutThls question rang out again ton.
again as the first session of the
Perhaps the best decision of
annual Rat Court convened Mon- the day was that made for a
day afternoon.
couple found guilty of unOffenses brought before the friendliness and not wearing a
court included unfriendliness, not beanie. They were told to hold
knowing what the R. In Presi- hands and skip through the ravine
dent Robert R, Martin stood for, whu« *« 5OBntoJL*1,^7 *^2i
degrading the front step, of the ^ "Sj^^r^3hSrStudent Union Building, not know- J» *rtt* *•**•".to *"r^°T!!!
lng that Daniel Boon'e is hold- **&* them that they had been
lng a Kentucky Long Rifle and In the ravine. These had to be
last but by no means least, turned into Rat Court Tuesday
putting on an exhibition in the after which they were sent to
their homes.
ravine.
In punishment for not knowing
Members of the Rat Court
what the R in President Martin's tins year Included Mike Cuoname represented
Elizabeth nlngtiam, senior Chief Justice;
Wajclechawskl had to convince Ted Marshall senior Chief Jusone of the boys present at the tice; and Ruth Relbling, Wayne
session to take her to the Josh Glass and Sue Booth, senior JusWhite show Monday evening,
tices.
to take her to the Josh White
show Monday evening.
Another offender, Debbie Masters, who found guilty of unfriendliness, was ordered to skip
around the Daniel Boone statue
with a Jumping rope.
The court decided that the
LETTER ENGRAVING
best punishment for Tom Premo,
who was caught putting on an
exhibition in the ravine, was
to put on another exhibition for
the court. He was told to kiss
one of the girls present three
times. Whether or not he considered this a punishment is
WHILE YOU WAIT
debatable.
Punishment for degrading the
steps of the Student Union
Included a toothbrush at the
bookstore to clean the steps
of the same building while counting the cracks in them.
One of the Justices of Rat
Court felt that Monday was a
bad day to be wearing green.
As a result, one unknowing girl,
who showed up at the meeting
donned in a green dress, was
(Richmond's ONLY
ordered to put on green slacks
and climb several trees in the
Discount Jewelers)
area. She was told to return
NEXT DOOR TO
with a leaf from each one.
After being found guilty of
BBGLEY DRUG
unfriendliness, another fresh838-12*2
man girl hao to climb
the
Damel Boons statue and kiss
it In order to prove that she
was
really
friendly. Un-

McCORD

"WHERE YOUR

ewelry

AlWAY$ aooD.
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FROM »100
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194 West Mdn

Don't laugh at
Charles Van der Hof f• s
big ears. He can hear
a party a mile away,
thanks to Sprite.
Social-life majors, take a
look at Charles Van der
Hoff. He can't play the
guitar. Never directed
an underground
Dovie. And then
look at his ears I
A bit nuch? Yes!
But--Charles Van
der Hoff can hear
a bottle of tart,
tingling Sprite
being opened in the
girls' dormitory
from across the
campus I
What does it
matter, you say?
Hah! Do you realize
that Charles Van
der Hoff has never
missed a party
in four years?
When he hears
those bottles
of Sprite being uncapped--the roars--the
fizzes--the bubbles--he runs I So before you
can say anti-existentialism, he's getting in
On that tart, tingling, slightly tickling taste of
Sprite. And delicious refreshment
--as well as a good time--is his.
Of course, you don't have to
have ears as big as Charles Van
der Hoff's to enjoy the swingl
taste of Sprite. You may
Just have to resign
yourself to a little
less social life.

Tji m MB

PLACE: FREEDOM

FRIDAY, SEPT. 22
•

TICKETS AVAILABLE AT DOOR
iMiiuniuiiiiiiiitiitiiiiiiiMiiinniiniiainniiiimiHiiiiiiiiiii

CREDIT IS

WITH SPRITS

SPRITE, SO TART AND
TINGLING, WE
JUST COULDN'T KEEP
IT QUIET.

L

9 Faculty Bowling Teams
Welcomed
9 Faculty Bowling League To
Start Sept. 20
B Intramural Bowling League
Every Afternoon (watch for
announcement)
9 Free Transportation For
Intramural Leagues
9 Large Coffee Shop
9 20 Modern Lanes
For Further Information Contact
JIM HOWARD, Mgr.. 623-4236

MAROON
LANES
RICHMOND. KENTUCKY

v
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